VibrationBloc Anti-Vibration Front Load Washer Stand Announced

The next generation of its front loading washing machine vibration control product, VibrationBloc takes the category to the next level!

Palatine, IL (PRWEB) May 17, 2016 -- Originally known as the ØVIB Washer Stand and Steadywash™†, the newly designed VibrationBloc Front Load Washer Stand offers several significant design improvements that ultimately allow VibrationBloc to offer it at a lower price to consumers. The VibrationBloc Front Load Washer Stand features an unrivaled compatibility range and has been rigorously tested on many different makes and models of front loading washing machines. It has also shown to significantly reduce the amount of structural vibration under all standard (27” wide) units.

As a premier accessory for second floor and non-basement installations, the VibrationBloc Front Load Washer Stand greatly lowers the amount of vibration transmitted from the washing machine into http://vibrationbloc.com/ the floor and surrounding structure by up to 92%! This translates to a significantly improved experience that secures that much sought after peace of mind, while also establishing a worry-free zone removed from the many hindrances associated with overaggressive spin cycle vibration.

“Although washing machine manufacturers have made significant advances in control of the vibration from their machines, structural vibration problems persist for the homeowner because of the design of their floors and homes themselves,” says James Baron, the designer of the washer stand. “The VibrationBloc Front Load Washer Stand achieves its superior performance by matching the washer to the structure, reducing the stimulation of natural frequencies and lowering overall vibration”.

Accordingly, the VibrationBloc has outperformed all other competitors placed under the washer feet by as much as 81%. A series of other anti-vibration alternatives such as anti-vibration feet, anti-vibration mats and anti-vibration pads didn't even come close to reaching this number.

The designers of the VibrationBloc created the definitive anti-vibration solution by incorporating the themes of efficiency and longevity into their design. Outperforming alternative anti-vibration products by a lengthy margin, the VibrationBloc Front Load Washer Stand continued to function flawlessly after 5,000 hours of machine wash time. This directly translates to a prolonged defense against the many physical hindrances attributed to an overaggressive spin cycle in a front-loading washing machine. Not only will the VibrationBloc Front Load Washer Stand safely and securely fasten your front-loading washing machine unit to the floor, it will also last as long as your front-loading washing machine functions.

†Steadywash is a trademark of Ohio Steel Industries, Inc.
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